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BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1) AND A. C. ZAANEN 
(Communicated at tho meeting of June 29, 1963) 
In the preceding note published in these Proceedings (Note VI, 66, 
p. 655-668) we have investigated some properties of Riesz spaces; in the 
present note it will be assumed that the Riesz space under consideration 
is endowed with an appropriate norm. 
22. Riesz norm 
If(! is a norm on the Riesz space L such that e(/) <e(g) if ifl < lgl, then 
(! is called a Riesz norm on L. Note that e(/) =e(l/1) for any f E L. The 
Riesz space L, endowed with the Riesz norm (!, will be denoted by Le. 
Accordingly, the Riesz space of all order bounded linear functionals on 
Le will be denoted by r;. 
The linear functional cp on Le is said to be e-bounded if there exists 
a constant M > 0 such that lcp(f) I< M e(f) for all f E Le; the smallest M > 0 
satisfying this condition is called the e-bound of cp, and denoted by 
e*(cp). It follows that 
e*(cp)=sup (lcp(f)l :(!(/)<I), 
and the set Le * of all e-bounded linear functionals on Le (the Banach dual 
of Le) is a Banach space with respect to the norm e*. 
Lemma 22.1. If A is an ideal in Le, then the norm closure A is 
also an ideal in Le. 
Proof. Iff EA, there exists a sequencefn EA such that eU-fn)--+0. 
Given now g E Le such that lgl < 1/1, we have gn=inf (Ifni, g+) E A, and 
O,;;;g+-gn =inf (1/1, g+) -inf (Ifni, g+) < 11/1-lfnll <If- fnl, 
so e(g+- gn) --+ 0, which implies g+ EA. Similarly we obtain g- E A, and 
so g EA. This shows that A is an ideal in Le. 
Lemma 22.2. If cp;;;;,O, then 
sup (cp(u): u;;;;,O, e(u),;;;l)=sup (lcp(f)l: e(/)<1), 
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where both sides may be infinite. In particular, if <p > 0 and <p is e-bounded, 
then 
e*(<p) =SUp (<p(u) : U;> 0, f!(U} <; 1). 
Hence, if O<<p<VJ and VJ is e-bounded, then <pis e-bounded and e*(<p)<e*(VJ). 
Proof. For any f ELe we have /<p(f)/<<p(/f/}, and since e(/).;;;;1 if and 
only if e(/11) < 1, the result follows. 
Lemma 22.3. If <pEL/ then <pELe. In addition, /<p/ EL/ and 
e*(/<p/) =e*(<p). 
Proof. Let <p E Le * and O.;;;;u E Le. In order to show that <pEL; we 
have to prove that sup (/<p(f)/: /1/<u)<oo. For any f satisfying lf/<u 
we have /<p(f)/ <e*(<p)e(f)<e*(<p)e(u}, so 
sup (/<p(f)/: lf/<u)<e*(<p)e(u)<oo. 
Since <p E L;, it follows that /<p/ exists. For any u > 0 in Le we have then 
/<p/(u)=sup (/<p(f)/ :If/ .;;;;u)<e*(<p)e(u}, 
so /<p/ E Le* and e*(/<p/) <e*(<p) in view of the preceding lemma. Con-
versely, it follows from /<p(f)/ < /<p/(/1/) that e*(<p) <e*(/<p/). 
Theorem 22.4. L/ is an ideal in L';, but not necessarily a normal 
subspace of L'; (and hence it can happen that Le * is properly included in L;). 
F~.~ Proof. It was shown already in the preceding lemma that Le * C L;. 
In order to prove that Le * is an ideal in L";', assume that <p E Le *, VJ E L";' 
and IVJI < /<p/. By Lemma 22.3 we have /<p/ E Le *, and so VJ+ and VJ- are 
in Le* by Lemma 22.2 (in view of VJ+< /<p/ and VJ-< /<p/). It follows that 
VJ ELe*· 
An example of a normed function space Le such that Le * fails to be 
a normal subspace of L; is obtained as follows. Let X= N (the set of 
all natural numbers}, p, discrete measure, and e(u)=sup u(n) for 
{n: u(n)>O} finite and e(u)=oo otherwise. Let <p(f)= 2, nf(n). Then 
<p E L";' since <p is a positive linear functional on Le, but evidently <p is 
note-bounded. Furthermore, let <p~c(f}=z~nf(n) for k=l, 2, .... Then 
0 < <p1c E Le * for all k, and <p1c t <p in L;, but <p is not in Le *. Hence, Le * 
is not normal. 
Theorem 22.5. The space Le*• considered as a Riesz space in its 
own right (with the order structure inherited from L;) is Dedekind complete, 
e* is a Riesz norm on L/, and O<;<p~t<pELe* implies e*(<p)=supe*(<p~). 
Proof. The Dedekind completeness follows by observing that any 
ideal in a Dedekind complete space is, in its own right, a Dedekind 
complete space. It follows from Lemmas 22.2 and 22.3 that e* is a Riesz 
norm on Le *. 
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Finally, ley 0 < Cf!r t cp in Le * (and hence in D;). In the proof of Theorem 
18.4 in Note VI it was shown that cp(u) =sup crAu) for every u E Le +, 
Hence, if in addition e(u).;;; 1, then 
cp(u)=supr cpAu)<;supr {sup cpAv): v;;;.O, e(v),;;; l}=sup e*(cpr), 
so 
e*(cp)=sup (cp(u) : u;;;.O, e(u).;;; 1).;;;sup e*(crr). 
The inverse inequality is evident since 0<crr<Cf! for every T. Hence 
e*(cp) =SUp e*(cpr)· 
Lemma 22.6. If O<:uni in Le, and cp(un)--+0 for every cpEL/ 
(i.e., the sequence Un converges weakly to zero), then e(un) t 0 (i.e., the 
sequence Un converges to zero in norm). 
Proof. It follows from the weak convergence of Unto zero by means 
of a well-known theorem due to S. Mazur that the null element of Le is 
contained in the closure of the convex hull of the set {u1o u2 , ••• }. Hence, 
given s>O, there exists an index m and numbers lh, ... , Am (O<:A.i<:l, 
!TA.i=l) such that e(!TA.iui)<s. For n;;;.m we have 
m m 
O<:Un= L AiUn<: L AiUi, 
i=l 1 
so e(un)<s for all n;;.m. 
Lemma 22.7. If jELe has the property that cp(/)>0 for all positive 
cp in L/, then f> 0. 
Proof. Write f=f+-j- and assume that j-=1=0, so e(f-)>0. Then, 
by Corollary 19.4 in Note VI, there exists a positive cp in Le * such that 
cp(f-)=e(f-)>0 and cp(u)=O for all u __l j-. In particular, since f+ __l j-, 
we have cp(/+) = o; so cp(f) = - cp(f-) < 0. This contradicts the hypothesis. 
We include a few remarks about the imbedding of Le in Le ** (cf. also 
I. NAMIOKA [4], sections 7, 8). Since Le * is a normed Riesz space, the 
same holds for Le ** (the element/** E Le ** is positive whenever f**(cp) > 0 
for all cp > 0 in Le * ). The last lemma shows now that if Le is imbedded 
canonically in Le **, then the ordering is preserved. Hence, we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 22.8. If Leis imbedded canonically in Le** and iff, g ELe, 
then f<g in Le if and only if f<g in L/*· 
If Le fails to be norm complete, the completion Le can be considered 
as a closed linear subspace of Le * *. Hence, the ordering in Le * * induces 
an ordering in Le which extends the initial ordering in Le. 
We finally observe that norm completeness and Dedekind completeness 
are independent. If Le is the space of all real continuous functions on 
the interval [0, l] with the natural ordering and the l.lniform norm, then 
Le is norm complete but not Dedekind complete. If e is a function semi-
norm having the weak Fatou null property, then Leis Dedekind complete 
by Theorem 15.6 in Note V, but Le is not necessarily norm complete. 
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23. Integrals and singular functionals 
According to Theorem 20.3 in Note VI we have L';'=L;.0 <fJL;,., where 
L;_c is the normal subspace of all integrals and L;_. the normal subspace 
of all singular functionals. We set 
L;, 0 =Le* nL;_c , L;,.=Le*(J)L;_ •. 
Theorem 23.1. (i) L;,c and L; .• are ideals in L';', and Le * =L:.c<fJL;, 8 • 
(ii) L;,c and L;.. are normal. subspaces of Le *. 
(iii) If cp=cpc+Cf!s is the unique decomposition of any cp E L/ into 
Cf!c E L;,c and Cf!s E L; .• , and if we set Cf!c=Pccp and Cf!s=Pscp, then Pc and Ps 
are projections in the space Le * such that the operator norms of these pro-
jections satisfy liP ell< 1 and IIPsll < l. It follows immediately that L;,c and 
L;.s are norm closed in Le *. 
Proof. (i) Since L/ and L;_c are ideals in L';', their intersection L;,c 
is an ideal in L';'. Similarly for L;, 8 • 
Given cp E L';', we have cp = Cf!c + Cf!s uniquely with Cf!c E L;_c and cp8 E L-;_8• 
In order to show that Le * =L:.c (]) L;,,, it is sufficient to prove that Cf!c 
and cp8 are in Le * whenever cp E Le *. This is evident for 0 < cp E Le *, since 
0.;;;: Cf!c < cp, 0 < cp8 < cp and Le * is an ideal, and by linearity the desired 
result follows then for any cp E Le *. 
(ii) Evidently, L;, 0 and L;, 8 are ideals in L/. Now, let 0 < cpT t cp in 
Le * (and hence in L';') such that cpT E L;,c for all -r. Then cp E Le * by hypo-
thesis, and since all cpT are in the normal subspace L;-_0 of L';', we have 
also that cp E L-;_0 ; hence cp E L;,0 • This shows that L;, 0 is a normal sub-
space of L/. The proof for L;, 8 is similar. 
(iii) It is immediately evident that Pc and P8 are linear, Pc2=Pc and 
Ps2=Ps, so Pc and Ps are projections. Furthermore, if cp E Le * and 
cp=cp+-cp-, then Cf!c= (cp+)c- (cp-)c· Since cp+ j_ cp- and (cp+)c<cp+, (cp-)c<cp-, 
we have (cp+)c_l_(cp-)c, so Cf!c=(cp+)c-(cp-)c is the decomposition of Cf!c 
into positive and negative parts, i.e. (cp+)c=(cpc)+ and (cp-)c=(cpc)-. It 
follows then from lcpl =cp++cp- that iCf!ic=Cf!c++cpc-= lffJcl· Hence 
e* ( Cf!c) = e* ( lffJcl) = e* ( iffJic) < e* ( lcpl) = e* ( cp ), 
so liP ell< 1. Similarly, liPs! I< 1. 
24. Annihilators and the subspace Lea 
We recall that for any subset A C Lethe annihilator A.L (in the Banach 
space sense) is the set of all cp E Le * satisfying cp(f) = 0 for all f EA. 
Evidently, A.L is a closed linear subspace of Le *. Similarly, for B C Le *, 
the inverse annihilator .LB is the set of all f E Le satisfying cp(f) = 0 for 
all cp E B, and evidently .LB is a closed linear subspace of Le. 
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Theorem 24.1. (i) If A is an ideal in Le, then AL is a normal 
subspace of Le *. 
(ii) If B is an ideal in Le *, then LB is an ideal in Le. 
Proof. (i) Evidently AL=AO n Le *,where AO is the Riesz annihilator 
of A. Since AO and Le * are ideals in r;, it follows easily that AL is an 
ideal in Le *. It remains to prove that if cpT t cp, cpT E A.L for all -,: and 
cp E L/, then cp E AL. Since A o is a normal subspace of r;, it follows 
from these hypotheses that cp E AO. Hence cp E AO n Le * =AL. 
(ii) If B is an ideal in Le *, then B is an ideal in L;. In addition, 
LB=OB, where OB is the inverse Riesz annihilator of B. Hence, LB is 
an ideal in Le by Theorem 21.1 in Note VI. 
In sec. 21 of Note VI the subspace La of the Riesz space L was defined 
as the set of all f E L such that 1/1 >Un.} 0 implies cp(un)-+ 0 for every 
cp E L~. In the present note we shall adopt for the normed Riesz ,space 
Le a slightly modified definition, as follows. The subset Lea of Le consists, 
by definition, of all f E Le such that 1/1 >Un.} 0 implies cp(un)-+ 0 for 
every cp E L 11 *. In other words, L 11 a consists of all f E Le such that I /I > u,. .} 0 
implies weak convergence of u,. to zero. 
Theorem 24.2. (i) Let Lea be the subset of L 11 consisting of all f EL11 
such that l/l>u1>u2> ... .J,O implies cp(u,.)-+0 for every cpEL/. Then 
Lea=L(L; .• ), and hence Lea is an ideal in L 11 • 
(ii) Lea= {I :IE Le, Ill >Un t 0 implies e(un) t 0}. 
Proof. (i) The proof is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 21.2 
in Note VI. 
(ii) Follows from Lemma 22.6. 
Corollary 24.3. We have L/=L;,c if and only if Le=Lea· In other 
words, every e-bounded linear functional is an integral if and only if u,..} 0 
in Le implies e(u,.) t 0. 
Proof. Follows immediately from L11a=L(L;..). 
If Le is Dedekind complete, the space L 11a admits still another charac-
terization. Given the exhausting sequence n = {Kn : n EN} of normal 
subspaces of Le (for the definition of an exhausting sequence cf. sec. 21 
in Note VI), we write /=Inn+/~,. for any f E L11 , where /""" E Kn and 
/~,. E K,.P. Then/>/~,..} 0 for />0. Hence, a necessary condition in order 
that f E Lea is that cp(f~) -+ 0 for every cp E Le * or, equivalently, that 
e(f~,.) -+ 0. It can be proved exactly as in Theorem 21.3 {Note VI) that 
the condition is also sufficient, and thus we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 24.4. If L 11 is Dedekind complete, then a necessary and 
sufficient condition in order that f E L11 a is that cp(f~) -+ 0 as n -+ oo for every 
exhausting sequence n and every cp E Le * or, equivalently, that e(f~) -+ 0 
for every exhausting sequence n. 
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Example 2 4. 5. (i) If Le is one of the familiar Lp spaces (1 .;;;p < oo) 
with respect to a a-finite measure p,, then Le * =L: .• (and hence L(!=L(!a). 
Indeed, Le* can be identified to Lq where p-1+q-1= I. On the other 
hand, if Leis the space L 00 with respect to Lebesgue measure on the real 
line (or, more generally, with respect to a a-finite measure without atoms}, 
then Lea={O}, and so it follows immediately from Lea=J.(L;) that L:,. 
does not consist exclusively of the null functional. Hence Le * =1- L:, c· 
The subspace L:,. is not identical, however, to the entire space L/, 
since the space L1 of all summable functions may be identified to a sub-
space of Le *, and evidently L1 C L; .•. It will be a consequence to a theorem 
to be proved later, and in this particular case it is not difficult to verify 
directly, that actually L1 =L: .•. 
(ii) For Le=Lp (1 .;;:p<oo) we have L/ =L: .•. The other extreme 
case, namely that L(! * =L: .• , can also occur. By way of example, let Le 
consist of all real continuous functions f(x) on the interval [0, 1] with 
the natural ordering and the uniform norm e(/) =max 1/(x}j. Let {rn: n EN} 
be the set of all rational numbers in [0, 1]. For every pair m, n EN, 
there exists Umn E L(! such that 
(£X) 0<Umn(x}.;;;1, 
({3) Umn(rn) = 1, 
{y) Umn(X)=O for jx-rnl>(2nm)-1. 
Let Vmn=sup (Um1, ... , Umn). Then Vm1<Vm2< ... , the pointwise limit 
function fm(x) exists on [0, 1], 0</m(x) < 1, and fm(rn) = 1 for all n EN, 
but fm(x) is not continuous. Since fm(rn) = 1 for all rn, it is evident that 
the least upper bound of the sequence Vmn (for n variable) exists in Le and 
equals the function which is identically one on [0, 1 ], so Vmn t n I. 
Assume now that L: .• =1- {0}. Then there exists O.;;;tp E L: .• such that 
tp( 1) = 1, and hence, in view of Vmn t n 1, there exists an index nm such 
that tp(1-Vmnm}<2-m-1, Observe now that by condition (y) the set 
{x: Vmn(x)>O} is at most of Lebesgue measure 2/m for every n, in 
particular for n=nm. Finally, let 
Then Wm {., and {x : Wm(x) > 0} is at most of measure 2fm. Hence Wm {. 0 
(this holds even pointwise almost everywhere}, and so tp(wm) {. 0. But 
1 - Wm =sup { 1 - V1nt> ... , 1 - Vmnm), 
so tp{1-wm)<2-2+ ... +2-m-1<!, and hence tp{Wm)>! in view of 
tp{1) =I. Contradiction. It follows that L(! * =L: .•. 
(iii) If Leis a normed function space as in Notes I-V, derived from a 
nontrivial function norm e (cf. Definition 8.1 in Note IV}, then L: .• =l-{0}. 
Indeed, e may be assumed to be saturated (cf. sec. 8 in Note IV}, and 
then the associate norm e' is also saturated (Cor. 11.6 in Note IV). Since 
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e is nontrivial we have p,(X) > 0, and since (by Theorem 12.3 in Note V) 
there exists a e' -exhaustive sequence, it follows that Le' # {0}. But 
evidently Le' C L;. 0 , so L;.c# {0}. 
The Banach dual (L,/)* of Lea can be identified algebraically and 
isometrically to the quotient space Le * J(Lea)L, so 
(1) (L/)* =Le * J(Lea)L. 
Now, we have L/ =L;.c EB L; .• , and it follows from Lea=L(L;,,) that 
(Le a)L "J L;,.. Hence (L1/)L = B EB L; .• , where B is the closed linear sub-
space of L;, 0 consisting of all cp E L;, 0 which vanish on Lea· It follows 
that, algebraically, L/J(Lea)L=L;. 0 JB, so 
(2) 
The last equality holds also isometrically, since in the space Le * the 
projection Pc, defined by Pccp=cpc, satisfies I!Pcll<1 by Theorem 23.1, 
and this implies that if we replace an element cp in some equivalence 
class of L/J(Lea)L by the corresponding element cpc=Pccp in the cor-
responding equivalence class of L;.cJ B, then the norm is not increased. 
Note that cp and cpc are, to begin with, in the same equivalence class of 
Le *J(Lea)L. These facts enable us to prove one of the main theorems in 
the present note. 
Theorem 24. 6. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) (Lea)L=L; .• , 
(ii) L;,. is closed in the weak * topology of Le *, 
(iii) (Lea)* =L;.c (algebraically and isometrically). 
Proof. (i)-¢> (ii). If V is any normed linear space and B a norm 
closed linear subspace of V*, then it is well-known that (LB)L "J B, and 
(LB)L=B if and only if B is closed in the weak* topology of V*. Since, 
in the present case, L; .• is a norm closed linear subspace of Le * such 
that L(L;,,)=Lea, it is evident that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
(i) -¢> (iii) Comparing (i) and (iii) with the formulas (1) and (2) above, 
it is immediately to be seen that both (i) and (iii) are equivalent to the 
statement that B consists only of the null element of L;.c. 
Lemma 2 4. 7 . If .A is an ideal in Le such that the Banach dual .A* 
of all e-bounded linear functionals on .A consists only of integrals, then 
.A C Lea· 
Proof. Let f E .A, Ill> Un .} 0 and cp E Le *. The restriction of cp on .A 
is a e-bounded linear functional on .A, and hence an integral by hypo-
thesis, so cp(un)-+ 0, which shows that f E Lea· 
Theorem 24.8. Let .A be a norm closed ideal in Le such that .A* 
can algebraically be identified to L;.c in the sense that 
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(i) the restrictions on A of different elements of L:,c are different, 
(ii) every rp E A* has an extension l/> onto all of Le such that ([> E L:.c· 
Then A =Lea, and A*= (Lea)* =L:.c holds isometrically. 
Proof. It is evident from the preceding lemma that A CLea, so 
A.L:) (Lea).t. Furthermore, the hypotheses (i), (ii) imply that if rp E Le * 
and rp=O on A, then rp is singular, hence A.t C L: .•. It follows already 
that (Lea).L C A.t C L: .•. On the other hand the equality Lea=.t(L:.,) 
implies that (Lea).L:) L: .•. Hence A.L = (Le a).L = L: .•. Since A and Lea are 
norm closed, it follows that A =.L(A.L) =.L{(Lea).L}=Lea· In addition, we 
infer from (Lea).L=L: .• by means of Theorem 24.6 that (Lea)* =L:.c holds 
isometrically, and so A* =L:.c holds isometrically. 
Example 24.9 (i) If Le is an Lp space (l<;p<=) with respect 
to a a-finite measure, then Le =Lea and L/ =L:.c (cf. Example 24.5 (i)). 
It follows that (Lea)* =L;c holds, and so the conditions of Theorem 24.6 
are trivially satisfied. 
(ii) If Le is the space of all real continuous functions on the interv:tl 
[0, l] withe the uniform norm, then L/ =L:.s by Example 24.5 (ii), and 
so Lea= .t(L:,,) = {0}. The conditions of Theorem 24.6 are trivially satisfied. 
(iii) If Le is the space L 00 with respect to Lebesgue measure on the 
real line, then Lea={O} and so (L/)*={0}. Since L:.c#{O} on accbunt 
of L 1 being included in L:.c, it follows that the conditions of Theorem 24.6 
are not satisfied in this case. 
25. Countable bases and the spaces Le" 
In the present section it will be assumed that the normed Riesz space 
Le is Dedekind complete. If there exists a countable set {/1, /2, ... } of 
elements of Le such that the normal subspace generated by {h, /2, ... } 
isLe itself, then{/1, f2, ... } will be called a basis of Le. Ev~dently, {/1, /2, ... } 
is a basis if and only if {h+,fc,f2+,f2-, ... } is a basis. Hence, if Le has 
a countable basis then Le has a countable basis {un : n EN} consisting 
of positive elements. Writing now V1 = Ut, Vn =sup ( u1, ... , un) for n > 2, 
we have Vn t, and {vn : n EN} is also a countable basis of Le. Denoting 
by Kn the normal subspace generated by Vn, the sequence {Kn : n EN] 
is now an exhaustive sequence of normal subspaces. We shall say, in 
the present section, that the sequence {Kn} is generated by the exhaustive 
sequence n = {vn : n EN} of positive elements. Note that if e is a saturated 
function seminorm with the weak Fatou null property, and {Xn : n EN} 
is a e-exhaustive sequence in the sense of Definition 12.2 (Note V), then 
the sequence of characteristic functions {xxn : n E N} is an exhaustive 
sequence of positive elements in the Dedekind complete Riesz space Le <rl. 
Given the exhaustive sequence n- {vn : n EN} of positive elements. 
generating the exhaustive sequence {Kn : n EN} of normal subspaces, 
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one of the first questions which arise is whether any other sequence 
{Qn : n EN} of normal subspaces is also generated by an exhaustive 
sequence of elements. This is not necessarily so as the following example 
shows. Let X =N, fl discrete measure, and let the function norm e be 
defined by e(u)=sup u(n) if {n: u(n)>O} is finite and e(u)=oo otherwise. 
Obviously, if Vn has its first n coordinates equal to unity and all other 
coordinates zero, then n {vn : n EN} is e-exhaustive. The sequence 
{Qn: n EN, Qn=Le<r> for all n} is now an exhaustive sequence of normal 
subspaces, and evidently there is no corresponding exhaustive sequence 
of elements. The following lemma shows that although {Qn} may not be 
generated by an exhaustive sequence of elements, there exists at least 
an exhaustive sequence {wn} of elements such that Wn E Qn for each n. 
Lemma 2 5 .1. Let n {vn : n EN} be an exhaustive sequence of 
positive elements, {Qn : n EN} an exhaustive sequence of normal subspaces, 
and Wn the component of Vn in Qn. Then Wn t, and {wn : n E N} is exhaustive. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that if Q is a normal subspace and Zn the 
component of Vn in Q, then {zn : n EN} generates Q. Applying this to 
Q = Qm (m fixed) and observing that Wn > Zn for n > m, we infer that the 
normal subspace generated by {wn : n EN} includes Qm. This holds 
for each mEN, and so {wn : n EN} is exhaustive. 
Let {Kn : n E lV} be an exhaustive sequence of normal subspaces 
and, for any f E Le, let fn' be the component of f in KnP· According to 
Theorem 24.4 it is necessary and sufficient for f E Lea that e(/n')--+ 0 as 
n--+ oo for every such sequence {Kn}· It will be proved now that we 
may restrict ourselves here to sequences {Kn} generated by exhaustive 
sequences {vn} of positive elements. 
Lemma 25.2. We have f E Lea if and only if eU~n)--+ 0 as n--+ oo 
for every exhaustive sequence {Kn : n EN} of normal subspaces generated 
by an exhaustive sequence n {vn : n E N} of positive elements. 
Proof. Assume that O,;:;;,f E Le and eU~n) t 0 for every exhaustive 
sequence n {vn : n EN} of positive elements. Let {Qn : n EN} be an 
arbitrary exhaustive sequence of normal subspaces, and f=un+un' with 
Un E Qn and Un 1 E QnP· By the preceding lemma there exists an exhaustive 
sequence n- {wn : n EN} such that Wn E Qn for each n EN. We set 
f=f:n:n+f~n for this sequence n, and evidently 0</:n:n<Un, so O<:,un'<f~n­
Since eU~n) t o by hypothesis, it follows that e(un') t o, and this implie~ 
in view of Theorem 24.4 that f E Lea· 
Definition 25.3. Given the exhaustive sequence n- {vn : n EN} 
we shall denote by Le"' the norm closure of the ideal generated by {v1, v2, ... }. 
Note that Le" is an ideal by Lemma 22.1. 
Theorem 25.4. We have Lea= 1\,Le", where the intersection is taken 
for all possible exhaustive sequences n. 
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Proof. Let n = {vn : n EN} be an arbitrary exhaustive sequence 
of positive elements in Le. For any f;;. 0 in Le we have Pn = inf {f, nvn) t f 
by Corollary 17.5 in Note VI, and evidently O..;;;pn E Le"' for all n EN. 
Hence, if O..;;;f E Lea, it follows from 1-Pn + 0 that e(f-pn) t 0, so IE Le"' 
since Le" is norm closed. If f is an arbitrary element of Lea the argument 
is applied to f+ and 1- separately, and we obtain f E Le"'. Hence Lea C n,Le". 
Assume now, conversely, that f is contained in n"'Le"' but not in Lea· 
Without loss of generality we may assume that f;;. 0. By Lemma 25.2 
there exists an exhaustive sequence n - {vn : n EN} and a number 
e > 0 such that e{f~ •• J > e for all n. Since I E Le"' for this particular sequence 
n there is a sequence gn, each gn in the ideal generated by Vn, such that 
e(f-gn)-+ 0. On account of /1-gn+/ < /f-gn/ and /1-inf (f, gn)/ < lf-gn/ 
it may be assumed that O..;;;gn<f for every n EN. Since each gn is surely 
contained in the normal subspace generated by Vn we have now that 
f-gn=(/-gn),..+f~n with positive components, and so e(f-gn)>e(f~)>e 
for all n, contradicting the fact that e(f-gn)-+ 0. Hence n"'Le" C Lea· 
Theorem 25.5. If Lea=Le" for at least one n, then (Lea)l.=L;,,. In 
other words, if Lea=Le" for at least one n, then the conditions of Theorem 24.6 
are satisfied. 
Proof. We need only prove that (Lea}l. C L;,,. To this end, let 
O..;;;tp E (Lea}l., so tp=O on Lea=Le''· We set tp=tpc+tp8 with tpc EL;,c and 
tp8 E L;,,. Since tp8 = 0 on Lea (any singular functional vanishes on Lea}, 
it follows in the present case that tpc = 0 on Lea= Le"'. Let f;;. 0 be an 
arbitrary element of Le +. As observed in the proof of the preceding 
theorem, there is a sequence O..;;;pn t f with Pn E Le"=Lea for all n. 
Hence f- Pn t 0, so tpc(f- Pn) i 0 since tpc is an integral. But tpc = 0 on 
Lea=Lg", so tpc(/}=0. This shows that tpc=O on Le, and so tp=tp8 EL;,,. 
We now turn to the inverse question, i.e., whether (Lea}l.=L;., implies 
the existence of at least one exhaustive sequence n of elements such 
that Lea= Le". An affirmative answer does not hold without additional 
hypotheses, as will be shown by a counterexample. We shall prove first, 
under the additional hypothesis that J.(L;,c) = {0}, that (Lea}l.=L;., implies 
(Lea)PP=Le, i.e., the normal subspace generated by Lea isLe itself. Note 
that if Lea=Le" for some n, then (Lea)PP=Le holds surely since (Le")PP=Le 
for every n. It will follow from the counterexample, however, that 
(Lea)PP=Le is not sufficient to prove, conversely, the existence of at least 
one exhaustive sequence n such that Lea= Le"; hence, still another additional 
hypothesis is inevitable. 
Lemma 25.6. In addition to the preceding hypotheses that Le is 
Dedekind complete and possesses a countable basis, let l.(L:.c) = {0}. Then 
(Lea}l.=L;,, implies (Lea)PP=Le. 
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Proof. Since (Lea)l-=L; .• , it follows from Theorem 24.6 that (Lea)* =L: .• 
holds algebraically and isometrically. Assume now that (Lga)PP=f=Le, i.e., 
(Le a)P =I= {0 }. Then there exists an element u > 0 in (Le a)P such that u =1= 0, 
and on account of l.(L; .• ) = {0} there also exists a positive cp in L; .• such 
that cp(u)>O. We may assume by Corollary 19.4 in Note VI that cp(f}=O 
for all f __L u, and so cp(f) = 0 for all f E Lila. But then cp is the null functional 
on Le on account of (Lea)* =L;, •. Contradiction. 
We recall that an infinite set X is said to have a measurable cardinal 
if there exists a countably additive measure v on the collection of all 
subsets of X such that v(X) = 1 and v(F) = 0 for every finite subset F of X. 
If such a measure v does not exist, then X is said to have a non-measurable 
cardinal. It is not known whether there exist sets having a measurable 
cardinal, but it is known that many sets have a non-measurable cardinal. 
It was shown, e.g., by S. BANACH and C. KURATOWSKI (1] that, under 
the continuum hypothesis, the set X= {x : 0.;;;; x.;;;; 1} has a non-measurable 
cardinal. For further information concerning non-measurable cardinals 
we refer to S. M. ULAM [6] and A. TARSKI [5]. 
Example 25.7. Let X={x: O.;;;;x.;;;;I} and Le the Riesz space of 
all real bounded functions f on X with e(f)=sup (lf(x)l: x EX). Note 
first that Lll is Dedekind complete (any supremum in the Riesz space 
sense is an ordinary pointwise supremum) and that Le has a countable 
basis (indeed, if Vn(x)= 1 for all n and all x, then {vn} is a basis). Let 
Xn EX and let an be realfor n= 1, 2, ... with! lanl <oo. Then cp(f)= !anf(xn), 
f E Le, is a bounded linear functional on Le, and obviously cp is an integral. 
Furthermore, if fo E Le has the property that cp(fo) = 0 for all integrals cp 
of this type, then fo=O, and so 1.(L;, 0)={0}. Obviously, Lea consists of all 
f E Le which are zero except on an at most countable set { Xn : n = 1, 2, ... } 
and which satisfy f(xn) --+ 0 as n --+ oo. It is immediately evident that 
(Lea)PP=Le. Finally, we will show now that every integral cp on Le is of 
the type indicated above. For this purpose, assume that cp is a positive 
integral, and let Y = {x : x EX, cp(X!x)) =1= 0}. Then Y is countable and 
LfP(X!x))=cp(zy)<oo. Consider now the integral cp'(f)= LfP(X!xJ)f(x), fELe. 
Then the positive integral cp- cp' is zero for the characteristic function 
of any finite subset of X and hence, since X has a non-measurable 
cardinal, it follows that cp = cp'. This is the desired result, and we conclude 
from this that (Lea)* =L; .• , and so (Lea)l.=L: .• by Theorem 24.6. However, 
it is evident that there does not exist any exhaustive sequence n such 
that Lea=Lt. This example shows that all the properties in Lemma 25.6 
together do not yet suffice to draw the conclusion that Llla=Le" for some 
exhaustive sequence n. 
Definition 25.8. The Riesz space Lis called super Dedekind com-
plete if L is Dedekind complete and if any non-empty set A C L which is 
bounded from above contains an at most countable subset having the same 
least upper bound as the whole set A. 
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Lemma 2 5 . 9. If L is super Dedekind complete and has a countable 
basis, and A is an ideal in L, then there exists an at most countable set of 
elements in A such that the normal subspace generated by this set equals the 
normal subspace generated by A. 
Proof. Since Lhasa countable basis, there exists a basis {u1, u2, ... } 
for L consisting of mutually disjoint strictly positive elements, i.e., Un > 0 
for all n and Un _L ~tm for n =1= m. Furthermore, by means of Zorn's lemma, 
it is easy to prove the existence of a maximal system {e.< :A E A} of 
mutually disjoint strictly positive elements in A; hence, if f E A and 
inf (If!, e.<)= 0 for all A, then f= 0. We will E.how that the index set A is 
at most countable. For this purpose, let vJ. =inf (ub e .. ) for all A E A, and 
w=sup (vJ. :A E A). Since Lis super Dedekind complete, there exists an 
at most countable subset A1 C A such that w=sup (v.< :A E A 1). If Ao 
is not in A 1, then v.< = 0, since otherwise 
0 
w=sup (v.<: A E A1)<sup (vJ.: A E A1 u {Ao}).;;;;w. 
Hence, the number of v.< = inf (u1, e.<) =1= 0 is at most countable. Thus we 
obtain, for n= 1, 2, ... , an at most countable subset An C A with the 
property that inf (un, e,a) = 0 for A not in An. It follows that Ao = u:_1 An 
is at most countable, and for any A not in Ao we have inf (un, e.<)= 0 for 
n = 1, 2, ... , so eJ. = 0 since {u1, u2, ... } is a basis for L. In view of the 
definition of the maximal system B={eJ.: A E A} this shows that A=Ao, 
and hence we may write B={eb e2; ... }. Setting now bn=sup (e1, ... , en) 
for n= 1, 2, ... , we have bn t, and it follows exactly as in the proof of 
Corollary 17.5 in Note VI that for any v;;;.O in A we have inf(v, nbn) tv. 
But then any v;;;. 0 in A is included in the normal subspace generated by 
{b1, b2, ... }, i.e., in BPP. Hence A C BPP, and so APP C (BPP)PP= BPP. 
Conversely, B C A implies that BPP C APP. It follows that BPP=APP, 
The final theorem, which follows now, is a generalization to the Riesz 
space case of a number of theorems proved by the present authors [2], 
[3] for Banach function spaces. 
Theorem 25.10. Let Le be super Dedekind complete, let Le have a 
countable basis, and let l.(L;,c) = {0}. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(i) (Lea)l.=L; .• , 
(ii) L; .• is closed in the weak * topology of Le *, 
(iii) (Lea)* =L;,c (algebraically and isometrically), 
(iv) . (Lea)PP=Le, 
(v) Lea=Le" for at least one exhaustive sequence n. 
Proof. It was proved in Theorem 24.6 that (i), (ii), (iii) are mutually 
equivalent, in Theorem 25.5 that (v) implies { (i), (ii), (iii)} and in Lemma 
6SI 
25.6 that {(i), (ii), (iii)} implies (iv). Hence, it remains to show that (iv) 
implies (v). Assume, therefore, that (iv) holds. By the preceding lemma 
there exists a subset n = {b1, b2, ... } of L/ such that bn t and n;PP = 
= (Le a)PP = Le. This shows that n is an exhaustive sequence. Since 
bn E Lea for all n, and since Lea is norm closed, it follows that Lt C Lea 
for this particular sequence n. On the other hand Lea C Le"' by Theorem 
25.4, and so Lea=Le"'· 
In the next notes several other properties (norm completeness, reflexivity, 
separability) will be investigated. 
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